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Bosco Flash
THE RECTOR’S MESSAGE
My dear Parents, Teachers and
Children,
We have come to the end of the
Academic Year. Right through
this year, you have been
inspired to be ‘Dreamers’. I hope
that as this year has come to an
end, you have been motivated
enough to ‘Keep Dreaming’ and
that you have a clearer picture of what your dreams
and goals are.
I pray that God may keep you safe during the
holidays and bring you back safely when school
begins again in June.

difficult to use
productively.
Always make
sure that you
use your free
time positively,
doing
things
that will help
you grow and
become a better
person.
Enjoy the holidays with your parents and together
with them, also make an effort to make some time to
reach out to those who haven’t been reached as yet.
Happy Holidays! I wish you God’s blessings always.

During the holidays make sure that you use your
leisure time well. Free time is always the most

- Fr. Solomon Rapol, sdb

THE EDITOR’S NOTE
A million dreams are keeping me awake,
A million dreams is all it’s gonna take,
A million dreams for the world we’re gonna make.
I remember hearing this song over and over again, as our
students were practicing to sing it for the Annual Day this year.
A wonderful song from the 2017, American musical drama film,
‘The Greatest Showman’- it was one of the most appropriate
songs to be part of our Annual Day Musical – ‘DARE TO DREAM’
and it also sums up our theme for the year too.
Every single one of us has a million dreams in our minds and
hearts that keep us awake. Irrespective of whether you are
little ones in the KG and the Primary Sections, or whether you
are teenagers or growing youngsters in the Secondary Section,
or if you are young adults in the College or the NIOS Section, or
even our teachers and parents; every single one of us is a
‘dreamer’ in some way or the other. The kind of dreams we
have, may vary according to our age; but in some way or the
other, we all have dreams, desires, visions or goals that we
aspire towards in life.
We’ve presented you with numerous role-models right
through this academic year, of people who’ve dreamed big
dreams and reached for the stars. We’ve heard their stories,
we’ve seen their achievements and accomplishments, we’ve
watched their life-stories and some of us, have also become
those characters and re-lived their dreams on our stage,
during the Annual Day.
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We hope that all these
real-life
stories
of
inspirational
people
from India and other
parts of the world, have
inspired you to dream
your own dreams and to
create little sparks of
magic in your own lives, as you follow your hearts and dream
big dreams yourselves; because truly, ‘If you keep on believing,
the dreams that you wish, will come true.’
So make a choice to believe in your dreams.
Keep dreaming! Keep believing!
- Ms. Lynette Sequeira
(Secondary Section)
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FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK
As we come to the end of the Academic year, I look back at the year gone by
with a deep sense of gratitude. It has been an amazing year filled with
achievements and accomplishments of our students. We have so many great
memories and exciting events to look back on. We have continued with several
successful traditions, events and activities; and I can proudly say that with each
passing year, these traditions and activities get better and bigger. Our year
ended with felicitating and celebrating the all-round achievers. Their
accomplishment and success truly filled us with pride.
Looking ahead, we have many exciting new initiatives
especially with regards to the infrastructure. We are always
focused on the improvement of our school in all aspects.
All the above could not occur without the endless energy, skills
and devotion of the teaching and the non-teaching staff
members. Thanks and ‘Well Done’ to an incredible group of
professionals.
Special thanks to our parents who have contributed in ways small, large, and unimaginable! Thanks for
volunteering generously in our various activities and helping your kids in the learning process; the
partnership between home and school is important.
A final word to our students: Thank you for all your hard work throughout the school year. I am so honoured
to be your Principal. I am grateful for your joy, astute insights and amazing talents. In keeping with the
theme of this academic year, ‘Keep Dreaming and Keep Believing’ in yourselves and keep moving towards
your future. Best wishes to our graduating Std. X and Std. XII students, whom we will miss greatly—please
come back and visit.
I wish you all a very happy, safe and enjoyable summer vacation. I look forward to seeing you all in June. To
those of you who are leaving us for new places, we wish you all the best and you will continue to be in our
prayers.
- Fr. Flovi D’Souza, sdb

KEEP SMILING ALWAYS DEAR BOYS

MAY THE GOOD LORD BLESS AND KEEP YOU
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MINI
SHOW AND TELL COMPETITION
To boost the confidence and get the children to think out of the
box, a ‘Show and Tell’ competition was conducted for the
students of the Sr. & Jr.Kg.
OUR PRINCIPAL FR. FLOVI'S BIRTHDAY
The students, the staff and the management celebrated Fr.
Principal's birthday with great pomp.

CARING AND SHARING WEEK
Christmas is not only about receiving presents but it is actually
about Caring and Sharing for the poor and the needy. For this,
the children of the Primary section donated certain articles,
which were distributed to the less fortunate and orphanages.
Children understood the importance of giving a helping hand
to the poor and truly enjoyed the experience.
SPORTS DAY
Our young athletes, of Savio Kindergarten had their Sports day
on 14th December 2018. The theme for the sports day was
“True Spirit of Sportsmanship.”

PRIMARY SPORTS

CLASS ASSEMBLIES

The tiny tots of the Primary Section showed their physical
fitness through aerobics and Mass-Drill performances. It was
followed by the Finals of some sports events. Also children
participated in their coaching activities which included the
indoor and the outdoor events.

Many wonderful themes and topics were brought out in the
various Class assemblies.
FR. RECTOR'S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

FANCY DRESS COMPETITION

It is said that play activity and imitating comes naturally to
children. This was proved by the students of the Sr. and Jr. Kg
section, who came dressed in the most vibrant colours and
threw light on different themes that touched the hearts of one
and all on the occasion of the Fancy Dress Competition.

The students, staff and the management whole-heartedly
participated and wished Fr. Rector on his special day.
CHRISTMAS PANAROMA
A variety of colourful performances were put up by the various

CHRISTMAS ASSEMBLY AND CHRISTMAS ARTICLE
MAKING COMPETITION
To share the message of peace, joy and happiness and to fill the
children with a feeling of Christmas, the students of the Sr.kg
along with the teachers conducted an assembly.
CHRISTMAS ARTICLE MAKING COMPETITION
A Christmas article competition was held for the students of the
Pre-Primary and the Primary section. The corridors were
decorated with different articles such as Xmas trees, Holly, stars
etc.
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REPORTER
sections. The primary kids also presented a skit called 'Love can
change the world'. The magic of Christmas was in the air.
CHORAL RECITATION

Our students showcased their talents as they recited a number
of poems in a choral Recitation Competition.

23rd February. A beautiful Musical “Rapunzel” was enacted by
the students of the Sr.kg, which took the audience to the world
of love, dreams and fantasy. A Prayer dance, welcome song,
east meets west dance and south meets north dance was
performed by the students of the Jr.kg. That evening was a
showcase of the talents of our young Savioites.

DON BOSCO QUIZ COMPETITION
Since we celebrate the Feast of our Patron St. John Bosco, a
Quiz Competition was conducted by the teachers in their
respective classes based on his life history.
ST. JOHN BOSCO COLOURING COMPETITION
Each child was given a printed picture and was told to colour it
appropriately. The children did a splendid job.
DON BOSCO ASSEMBLY AND DON BOSCO WALL
HANGING COMPETITION
The students of the Sr.kg along with their teachers conducted
an assembly on the Life of our Patron Saint Don Bosco. The
assembly highlighted the values which our Saint wanted to
inculcate in the youth. The students of the Pre-Primary section
used their creativity and celebrated the feast with a Don Bosco
wall hanging competition.
ANNUAL THANKSGIVING DAY
On this grand day, the whole primary section was on the stage
displaying various talents. The parents appreciated the
performances and motivated the kids too.
HAND WRITING COMPETITION

PICNIC TIME

The students of the Pre-Primary went on a fun-filled day out to
Esselworld for their Annual Class Picnic.
The Primary kids spent a day at KidZania info-edu-tainment
park. The children were overwhelmed to do a variety of
activities which included being a part of some establishments,
engaged in a variety of professions and the children enjoyed
every minute there. Getting engrossed in various professions,
collecting money and using it for various activities was an
enjoyable experience for the children.

A Hand writing competition was held for the children of Sr.kg.
All the children beautifully penned their neat and good
handwriting on the paper. A similar competition was organised
in the Primary section as well.
SAVIO KINDERGARTEN ANNUAL DAY
Savio Kindergarten celebrated their Annual Thanksgiving on

- Mrs. Alinda Crasto (Pre-Primary),
Ms. Sonal Vaz and Mrs. Joelinda D’Silva (Primary)
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE
EDUCATIONAL TOUR TO GOA AND THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE

The students of Std. 10 enjoyed a fun-filled trip to Goa during the Diwali
holidays while the students from Std. 5-9 enjoyed a great Educational Tour
of the Golden Triangle (Delhi-Agra-Jaipur). The students had memorable
experiences in the company of our Principal, their teachers and friends.
The joy that comes from learning things by actually seeing and
experiencing them is something that will stay on with them in their
memories for a long time to come.

DEBATE COMPETITION
Our students participated in an Inter-House Debate which gave them an
opportunity to express their views and to understand the opinions of
others that may be contrary to their own. This competition not only
enabled our students to build their Public Speaking skills but it also
increased their knowledge about the world around us.

dances and skits by the various sections of the school. The students also
collected many articles to share with the less fortunate that were then
sent to various homes and institutions. Some of our students and teachers
went and shared a few of these gifts themselves; and through this
experience they learned an important lesson, that ‘ It is in giving that we
receive.’

BOSCOREE
32 students participated in the 13th Boscoree conducted for almost 5000
Scouts and Guides from Salesian institutions all across India at Nashik
from the 30th of December 2018 to the 3rd of January 2019. The large
number of students were divided into 16 sub-camps on various Salesian
campuses in the same area. Our school received ‘Golden Grade
Certificates’ in all the competitions and was recognized as the Best School
in our Sub-Camp among 8 other schools. This camp was a memorable
experience for our students and the teachers who accompanied them as
well.
MEETING OUR NEW SALESIAN PRIESTS

GET….SET….GO
The students participated in a number of sports events and in activities
according to their respective coaching disciplines on the Sports Day. The
children enjoyed every moment as they followed Don Bosco’s message to
‘Run…Jump…Play.’
LOVE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD
The message of Christmas was brought out beautifully through carols,
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The Catholic students had an opportunity to meet and listen to our three
newly ordained Salesian priests as they celebrated a Eucharist with us.
The boys also had a chance to interact with these new young priests and
to hopefully be inspired to maybe follow in their footsteps someday.
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SECONDARY SECTION
DON BOSCO FEAST
We were blessed to have our Vice-Provincial Rev. Fr. Savio Silveira
celebrating the Eucharist for our Catholic students and teachers on the
occasion of the Feast of St. John Bosco this year.

Management. The students felicitated Fr. Principal, Fr. Rector and Fr.
Aloysius on their respective birthdays. It was wonderful to see the
students of the various sections coming together to make our dear Fathers
feel happy on each of their birthdays.

ANNUAL THANKSGIVING DAY
The Secondary Section staged a Musical called ‘Dare to Dream’ on the
Annual Day this year. Through song, dance and short skits the students
depicted the lives of various dreamers in India and around the world from a
variety of fields, who had the courage to follow their dreams and make a
difference. It was wonderful to see every single student of the school on
stage showcasing their talents in some form or the other. Our dear
Provincial, Rev. Fr. Godfrey D’Souza was the Chief Guest on this occasion.
Mr. Navin Naik, our Support Staff was felicitated as a Silver Jubilarian
while our retiring Office Staff, Mrs. Olivia Verdes and Mrs. Avita Fernandes
were also appreciated for their many years of service to the institution.

MATHS DAY
The students had fun solving a number of interesting questions related to
Maths that made the subject more fun and exciting for the children.
CLASS PICNIC

SCOUT CAMP (STD. 8 and 9)
The Scouts of Classes 8 and 9 enjoyed their respective Scout Camps as
they participated in interesting activities that helped them develop many
different skills. Tent Pitching, Cooking, Making miniature gadgets,
Adventure games, etc. were some of the things that the Scouts enjoyed.
GOOD BYE AND FARE WELL IN LIFE DEAR BOYS
The students, teachers and parents of Std. IX organized a wonderful
Farewell for the boys of Std. X. A number of cherished memories were relived and the students received the blessings of the Management and all
the teachers of the school.
SCOUT THINKING DAY
The North Mumbai Suburban Bharat Scouts and Guides had their Thinking
Day on the 16th of Feb and Don Bosco was the host of this event. Around
900 Scouts and Guides from many different schools participated in
various activities.
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS

The students of Classes 5-9 enjoyed a wonderful day out at ‘The Great
Escape’. They had many memorable experiences which they will always
treasure.
MARATHI DIWAS
The Marathi Faculty arranged a Handwriting Competition (5-7) and an
Essay Writing Competition (8-9) to celebrate Marathi Diwas on the 27th of
February.
WORKSHOP FOR STD. VII
An interactive workshop was conducted by Dr. Rachel Pires for the
students of Std, VII on ‘Changes’.This session helped the students to
evaluate many changes they were experiencing and they also learned
how habits and behavior are so important, as they shape our lives.
SCIENCE DAY

The Second Term brings with it the celebration of 3 members of the

On the 28th of February, the students participated enthusiastically in a
number of activities to celebrate the 32nd National Science Day. The
activities were both informative as well as fun and the students enjoyed
these activities thoroughly. The students were also rewarded for their
efforts with gifts.
- Compiled by:
Mrs. Dovila Rodrigues and Ms. Lynette Sequeira
(Secondary Section)
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NEWSFLASH FROM
The past pupils of Don Bosco, Borivali organised a Cultural Nite.
Mr. Nilesh Thakkar and his band performed and entertained the
crowd.

COLLEGE PICNIC

FR. PRINCIPAL’S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

The students spent a fun-filled day at Water kingdom and Essel
world in the month of September. This memorable day was
organised by Excursion tours.
QUIZ COMPETITION
A Quiz competition was organised in a written format, where
students had to answer 30 different questions in 45 minutes.

Students, teachers and parents expressed their gratitude
towards Fr. Flovi, our Principal on his special day.
ANNUAL SPORTS DAY

DIWALI CELEBRATION

The festival of light was celebrated by organising various
competitions like rangoli, diya painting, lantern making,
mehendi, etc. Students participated actively in all the
competitions.

Various track and team events were conducted for the students
of the Junior College. Miss Sherissa D’Cruz and Mst. Abhishek
Michael were honoured with the title of Best Sportsperson of
the year 2018-19.

CULTURAL NITE

FR. RECTOR’S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
Our Rector, Rev. Fr. Solomon Rapol was made to feel special on
his birthday by all the teachers, students and the members of
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THE JUNIOR COLLEGE
called “Caring is sharing”, through which students donated
various material for the less fortunate. The College students
presented a tableau depicting the real meaning of Christmas.
FAREWELL TO STD XII

the PTA. The College students expressed their love towards our
dear Rector through their melodious singing.

The Junior college students bid farewell to the students of Std.
XII. The Rector and Principal wished them all good luck for a
good performance in their exams.

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
The real meaning of Christmas was spread through the activity

ANNUAL THANKSGIVING DAY
The evening of 2nd February 2019 was made grand by the
outstanding performances of students of the various sections.
The students of the Junior College performed foot tapping
dances paying tribute to great dancers and also compered the
entire programme.

- Mrs. Leena Rodrigues (Junior College)

WELCOME
TO
THE FAMILY

FAREWELL

THANK YOU
-

A big thank you
to Mrs. Zerina
Pe r e i r a f o r
ser ving this
institution with
sincerity and
dedication. We
wish her well and God’s blessings always.

-

A special word of gratitude to Mrs. Sunita
Aranha for always being there to help out
the institution whenever her services have
been required as a Substitute Teacher over
the past two years. May God bless you.

Mrs. Sumita Neogy
(Substitute Teacher,
Primary Section)
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THE GNYANODAYA
DIWALI CELEBRATION
A competition to celebrate Diwali was held in which the
students created Rangoli designs, cards and lanterns.
USE RESOURCES WELL
A competition was held on the economical use of
resources. The students researched and found solutions.
This information was displayed on neatly made charts in
the school hall.
FR. FLOVI’S BIRTHDAY

OPEN DAY
Parents were updated about the performance of their
wards in the 1st Term exam.
The ship left the shore of Jamaica and sailed to UK and
further to USA. It dropped anchor in Amchi Mumbai. Fr.
Flovi came on board. There was great rejoicing as he joined
the students on stage to celebrate his birthday.

CANTEEN DAYS
The students of Std. XII conducted their Canteen Days and
everyone enjoyed the delicious snacks that were prepared.
FR. RECTOR’S BIRTHDAY

SALAD DRESSING AND FLOWER
ARRANGEMENT COMPETITION
The salads were appealing to the eye and packed with
nutrition. The flower arrangements were done very
artistically. Our students did a good job showcasing these
unique skills and abilities.
SPORTS DAY
Our students sportingly put their best foot forward to win
certificates and medals.
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(NIOS) UPDATES
The NIOS students celebrated Fr. Rector’s birthday in the
afternoon with a Prayer Service and an entertainment
programme.
CHRISTMAS PANORAMA
An inter-class window-dressing competition was
conducted which immediately filled the air with Christmas
cheer.
FEAST OF ST. JOHN BOSCO

PICNIC

The Feast Mass of St. John Bosco was celebrated by the
Vice-Provincial, Rev. Fr. Savio Silveira and animated by the
NIOS Section.
Our children enjoyed a fun-filled picnic along with the
teachers.
TALENTED STUDENTS
Right through the year, our students showcased many of
their wonderful talents in many of the events put up.

ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATION
The students of the NIOS section put up a Prayer Dance.
FAREWELL
As we bid farewell to our students of Std. X and XII, a
wonderful programme beginning with a Prayer Service
followed by Entertainment, Lunch and Excellence awards
was organized. Fond words of advice were given to our
students during this programme.

Bosco Flash - April 2019

- Mrs. Rose Nazareth
(Co-ordinator, NIOS Section)
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BLESSED WITH
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OUR CHIEF GUEST - FR.GODFREY D'SOUZA

DREAM A MILLION DREAMS

A TRIBUTE TO FAMOUR DANCERS

OUR TALENTED PERFORMERS

REMEMBERING DON BOSCO

REACH FOR THE STARS

WELCOMING THE GUESTS

SPORTS TEACHES US TO DREAM

SUPERCALIFRAGILISTICEXPIALIDOCIOUS

OUR FABULOUS LITTLE DANCERS
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MANY TALENTS

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF DON BOSCO

GROOVE TO THE BEAT

DREAMERS ON THE SPORTS FIELD

DESI BEATS

DARE TO DREAM

SOUTHERN TADKA

GIFTED CHILDREN

THE GRAND FINALE

OUR LITTLE WONDER KIDS

WE LOVE TO SING
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ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATIONS
We asked some of our students and teachers to share their
thoughts and experiences about the Pre-Primary Annual Day
celebrations. Here are some of their responses.
•
I was in the Prayer dance and I enjoyed it a lot. It was a
wonderful experience. I liked the dance because it was a prayer to
God.
- Mst. Aiden Miranda (Jr. KG A)
•
I was part of the Welcome song. I liked my costume – a long
gown and a bow around my waist. Also, there was a hairband which I
wore. I was also holding a big, red heart. I had a wonderful time on
stage.
- Ms. Natalya Andrades (Jr. KG B)
•
I liked the clothes I got to wear for the Koli Dance. It was a
sari. I loved the dance. I was dancing happily. I kept on practicing
at home. That’s why I danced well.
- Ms. Grace D’Cruz (Jr. KG C)
•
I was in the Kashmiri Dance. I had a lot of fun. I liked the
costume. I liked all the steps our teacher taught us. It was a good
experience dancing the Kashmiri dance.
- Mst. Clynal Crasto (Jr. KG D)
•
I liked being Rapunzel because I got to have long and golden
hair. I had a big, long, purple gown and had a tiara. Also, because it
made me look pretty.
- Ms. Amy Aranha (Sr. KG A)
•
I liked being the evil stepmother as I liked climbing on
Rapunzel’s hair. I got a chance to be scary and had to look like a
witch. Also, because I got a chance to say, “Rapunzel, Rapunzel, let
down your hair…..”
- Ms. Kaitlyn Fernandez (Sr. KG A)
•
I liked being the Prince because everyone liked my performance. I liked rescuing Rapunzel and then taking her to my
kingdom. I liked wearing the royal armour and clothes.
- Mst. Keanan Prabhu (Sr. KG B)
•
I liked being the compere as I talked about the Prince,
Rapunzel and the Evil stepmother. I liked the experience of being
on the stage.
- Mst. Caedyn Couto (Sr. KG A)

•
I liked hosting the whole ceremony and announcing all the
dances that were coming on stage. I liked my beautiful gown. I
enjoyed myself.
- Ms. Angela Pinto (Sr. KG A)
•
It was not easy to train the Sr. KG children as each and every
role was difficult for them. Still, Ms. Wira and myself tried our
level best and helped the children do a good job on the stage, so
that we could bring out the best in them.
- Mrs. Alinda Crasto (Pre-Primary)
•
Preparing for the Annual Day was fun even though it was
tiring. The children were very co-operative and performed their
parts very well on stage. I thank the parents for all their support.
During the Musical, the children literally transported us to
fairyland.
- Mrs. Wira Martis (Pre-Primary)
- Compiled by:
Mst. Roshan Castelino (6 B) and
Mst. Carrick Pinto (6 A)

MY EXPERIENCE DURING THE ANNUAL DAY
I was a part of the Main Cast in the Musical which was staged by the students of the
Secondary Section. The theme this year was ‘ Dare to Dream’. It was about the lives and
work of some of the world’s greatest dreamers. I played the role of ‘Dalai Lama’. I was
very excited to get this part. We had a lot of fun during our practice sessions. I made
many new friends during these practices, who were not only from the 5th Grade but also
from the higher Grades. Together, we all put in a lot of effort and hard work, to make this
day a big success.
Finally came the Annual Day. The grounds were filled with our parents, friends, relatives and students. The students from the Primary Section put up lovely dances that kept
everyone’s feet tapping. We had some wonderful songs and skits in our Musical play
‘Dare to Dream’. With all the hard work put in by all the students, Teachers, the
Management and Support staff, the annual Day was a hit.
- Mst. Ayden Baptist (5 A)
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THE BOSCOREE EXPERIENCE
My father woke me up at 3am on 29th December’2018.
Rather than the usual grumbling, I was excited and jumped
out of bed to get dressed, as I had to reach school by 4am. I
was going to Nashik to attend my first Boscoree Scout
Camp. I reached school and in the dark early dawn, I met my
friends whom I would be travelling with. We were 32 boys
from our school who were attending the Boscoree – An all
India meet of Salesian Scouts and Guides from all the Don
Bosco schools across the country, that was going to be held
in Nashik over the next few days. It was exciting. We
boarded the bus and waved Goodbye to our parents.
On reaching the campus in Nashik, I was awestruck at the
large number of Scouts pouring in from all parts of the
country. This was the first time I was seeing so many scouts
in one place, all belonging to the big Salesian family. There
were almost 5000 of us, both Scouts and Guides spread
across several Salesian campuses in the vicinity.
We had scouts from Nashik, Shillong, Tamil Nadu, etc. in our
group. At first, I found it difficult to communicate as I could

not understand their regional languages; but being part of
the big Don Bosco family, we soon found ways to understand each other and help one another.
Over the next 4 days, we competed together in various
events in a true spirit of Sportsmanship and became friends.
The temperature was freezing cold but the warmth of
friendship kept us going. It was a new experience for me to
sleep out on the camp grounds in a tent. It taught me to
appreciate the comfort of my cozy bedroom back home but it
was fun too. I learned how to be disciplined and to get up
early each morning and also how to get ready for a drill in
just a few minutes.
New Year’s Day was also something wonderful. We brought
in the New Year with singing and greeting one another at
12 am.
All these experiences put together in a span of 4 days made
this Camp one of the most memorable experiences of my
life.
- Mst. Paul Kostka (7 A)
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NOT IN MY OCEAN –
of Gorai about waste generation.
A survey of Gorai khadi and the beach helped us realize
the seriousness of the problem. The local people in Gorai,
the visitors to Esselworld and Water kingdom, the
residential areas along the shore were all collectively
adding to the dumping of waste. We took it upon ourselves
to visit the BMC office with an objective to explain how
stricter rules and responsible clean-up drives had to be
undertaken.

The theme for this year’s Greenline campaign was ‘Not in
my Ocean’. The main purpose of the activities this year was
to save our seas and oceans from pollution. As we do every
year, we had a different task allotted for each month, all
related to our theme. Our Greenline Team consisted of 30
students who were part of the Nature Club. All of us took an
active part in the activities and tasks conducted right
through the year. Water is the greatest gift of nature.
Humans have exploited this natural resource to a level
where controlling water pollution is becoming impossible.
It is our responsibility as human beings to do something for
our dying planet. Taking part in these Greenline activities
and in the competition enables us to do our part and to give
back to Mother Earth.

We also made an attempt to identify articles in our homes,
in school and around us that were made of plastic, which
could be substituted by more eco-friendly options. We
tried to create an awareness about this among our friends
in school.
The Safai Bank initiative got the entire school right from
Jr.KG to the 10th Std. involved in the collection of almost
10,000 pieces of plastic. These were then taken to the Safai
Bank that collects these Multi Laminated Plastics (MLP)
which cannot be recycled, due to the silver lining inside, and
then uses them to actually make cement and roads.
On the 12th of December, we celebrated ‘Anti-Litter Day’ in
our school. An awareness session was conducted followed
by a ‘Best out of Waste’ competition. We also conducted a
rally near Borivli station and engaged in discussions with

At the beginning of the academic year in 2018, a unanimous
decision was taken to adopt the village of Gorai.
Subsequently, all our activities were planned and organised
accordingly.
In July, we had an activity called ‘Talk by the Dock’. We had
a wonderful opportunity to interview the fishermen in
Gorai on their boat. They told us how plastic was one of
their biggest problems. They caught humungous amounts
of plastic along with the fish in their nets and it took them
almost 3 hours cleaning their nets afterwards. We
organised a rally to create an awareness among the people
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GREENLINE ACTIVITIES
market vendors and vegetable sellers about their wrong
practices regarding the discarding of vegetable waste after
their daily business was done. We encouraged the vendors
to take an oath to clean up their respective areas.

among the people in the area.

We wrote 55 individual letters and 5 emails to the
Hindustan Lever company that manufactures shampoo
sachets made of MLP and emphasized how this was causing
a problem of plastic pollution eventually leading up in
our oceans. Remarkably, we got prompt feedback from the
Company acknowledging our suggestions.
We did 3 Clean-up drives at Gorai beach during the year.
Even though we spent hours on these drives, we know it
was just a beginning but it was definitely a step in the right
direction and we hope our small initiative has been able to
create an awareness not just among our students but also

As part of the adoption programme of Gorai village, we also
decided to celebrate Christmas with the less fortunate
children in Gorai. We distributed Christmas gifts to them,
played with the children and also danced to the tunes of
Christmas carols with them. It was a wonderful experience
for them and for us.
As students who are part of the Nature Club and since we
participate in the Greenline activities year after year, we
have realized the importance of doing our part to make
Mother Earth a better place to live in. We hope many more
of our friends, our parents, our families and everyone who
reads this, will join us in this collective responsibility of
saving our planet, in whatever small ways we can.
- Mst. Jeremy Varghese (9 B)

BOSCOITES FOREVER
The Don Bosco Alumini (DBA), Borivli Unit continued to be
an important part of important school events like the
birthday of the members of the Management, the SSC
Farewell and the Annual Day Celebration. They also
organized their Annual Cultural Nite which brought

together the entire DB family of students, staff, parents and
many ex-students too. We thank our Past-pupils for
generously giving of their time despite being busy
professionals themselves. May God bless you all always.
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NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY
On the 28th of February, our school celebrated the 32nd National
Science Day. This day is celebrated each year to mark the discovery of
the Raman effect by Indian Physicist Sir C.V Raman on 28th February
1928. On this day, we conducted various activities in the school. In the
morning, a talk was given about the significance of this day and also
about the importance of Science in our day to day lives. In the latter
part of the day, many activities related to Science such as experiments
and games, rangoli making, chart/poster making, essay writing and
displaying informative videos were conducted. Majority of the
students took part in these activities and enjoyed it to the fullest. The

students observed various projects and gathered lots of information
through them. They also gained knowledge by seeing the different
types of rangolis and charts. They learned about the importance of
modern gadgets in our day to day lives through essay writing. National
Science Day is celebrated in our school every year to teach all of our
students about the importance of Science and how it is useful in the
daily life of people, It also helps to encourage students and to
popularise Science and Tecnology. Due to the active participation of
our students, Science day was a grand success.
- Mst. Aryan Chemburkar (9 B)

A VISIT TO IIT, MUMBAI
45 students from Std. 8th
and 9th visited IIT,
Mumbai on the 16th of
February, 2019 accompanied by Fr. Principal,
Mrs. Pooja Kadam, Sir.
Clerance D’Silva and Sir.
Rossi
D’Souza.
The
students were invited to
visit the campus and the
institution by Prof. Rajkumar Pant, an ex-student of our school,
who is a professor at the Aeronautical Engineering Department in
the institution. The students left school at 9 am. After they
reached the campus, they were first given a tour of the entire
campus and also of the various departments situated on campus.
The students were amazed at the sheer size of the campus and also
by the various facilities available there. They were then taken to
the Aeronautical Engineering department where they were firstly
shown models of various planes and satellites built and engi-

neered by IIT, Mumbai.
They were also shown
the satellite ‘PRATHAM’
which was built by the
students of IIT, Mumbai
and launched into space
through the PSLV C-35 in
2016. Then Prof. Pant
gave them an informative speech on whether
to drone or not to drone. Following this, there was an interactive
session with one of the Professor’s students who showed the
students various models of drones created by him and also flew
them and did various acrobatics in the air. The students were
amazed by these acrobatics. After the various activities, the
students were given snacks and then they departed from the
campus with many amazing memories and a dream to study in
that prestigious institution some day in the future.
- Mst. Aryan Chemburkar (9 B)

TRAVEL TO LEARN AND DISCOVER
The students of Std. 10 went on a trip to Goa during the Diwali
vacations while the students of Std. 5 - 9 visited the Golden
Triangle of Delhi-Agra-Jaipur on their Educational Tours this year.
Both the trips were extremely exciting and the students saw
everything they had learned in their text books coming alive right
in front of them, as they visited many of the places of historical and
cultural importance.
In the month of November, our school arranged a visit to Delhi, Agra
and Jaipur (The Golden Triangle) to see some historical places there.
We visited many interesting places like the Red Fort, India Gate, the Taj
Mahal, etc. This trip lasted for 7 days. It was really a fun-filled and
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exciting experience. Everyone who came for the tour enjoyed
themselves thoroughly. After spending a week visiting these beautiful
educational places, we made our way back home. On my way back, I
fell into deep thought about how fast this educational trip got over. I
returned home with sweet memories, feeling proud of the history and
progress of our country in the past. Our country is indeed a very
historical place with great art, diversity and an amazing land. It was
thrilling to visit a few more places in our wonderful nation together with
my friends and teachers.
- Mst. Moses D’Souza (7 B)
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GRATEFUL FOR THE MEMORIES

12 years ago when I set foot on this massive campus, I had no

optimum. Our teachers in the Secondary section taught us

clue that there would come a day when I would have to say

the most important lesson of life i.e. to be disciplined and self-

Goodbye to my school. All of my classmates and I have been

restrained. Your motivation, unwavering trust and support

part of this school for almost as long as we have lived and it’s

has helped me to stand up with confidence and pride, all set

hard to imagine that our teachers know us for as long as we

to enter the next new phase of life. The school tours and

know ourselves. Dear teachers, we hope to carry on your

Adventure trips, especially this year’s trip to GOA will always

legacy even when you aren’t there to guide us through life. We

be memorable. Thank you to the Management and teachers

want to flaunt to the world the moral values that you have

for organizing such fun-filled trips and for giving personal

bestowed on us through the years. What is special about you is

attention to each student. Though far from home, we felt safe

that you teach by example and personally, that is something I

and secure in your presence. My sincere thanks to the clerical

would aspire to live up to. We promise you that we will never

and non-teaching staff for your support and help. I also take

fail to live up to the bar you have set for us, both as students

this opportunity to ask for pardon for any trouble that we

and as future citizens of this world. From you I’ve learned that

may have caused. We are sincerely SORRY. I bid adieu to each

this world doesn’t need any more billionaires but it needs

one of you with these words, ‘Real heroes don’t wear

people who can give back; and true success is defined by the

capes……They teach!’ Thank you for being our heroes.

number of people we influence with our lives. Thank you

- Mst. Sean D’Souza (10 A)

teachers. You shall live with us always in our hearts and in our
minds. Thank you for making this journey worth travelling.
- Mst. Rhys Coutinho (10 B)

It would not be an exaggeration if I say that our time in this
school has been the best formative years of our lives. I am
proud to say that Don Bosco has made all of us more creative,

I remember vividly when I first entered Don Bosco in the year

more knowledgeable and more skilful, but most of all, good

2007. My teachers happily welcomed me into the KG

human beings. The sports practices, the recess breaks, the

Section. Our teachers in the Pre-Primary and Primary were

class assemblies, the various in-house competitions, the

our second mothers. Most of them have retired but my

complete school routine has etched an indelible mark on our

gratitude and prayers to each one of them. In the Secondary

lives. We promise to make this institution proud of its loyal

section, along with participating in various activities, we

sons. We will always be indebted to you. On behalf of my

developed our creativity and used our talents to the

batchmates, I would like to Thank our Rectors, our Principals,
our Supervisors, our teachers, our coaches, our Office Staff,
our Support Staff and everyone else who has been
instrumental in shaping our lives and character. Friends, it’s
been an unbelievable honour to serve as your Captain. I thank
all the Office Bearers for working in harmony with me and
for your constant support this past year. The Class of 20182019 has forged friendships in this place for life. Thank you
Don Bosco High School.
- Mst. Duane D’Mello (10 B)
(School Captain)
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WE ARE PROUD OF
GREEN SCHOOLS AWARD CEREMONY

On the 2nd of March’2019, the Green Schools award ceremony
was held for all the schools in Mumbai that participated in the
Greenline campaign this year. Before the Award Ceremony,
there were some workshops conducted in which our boys
actively participated. This was followed by the Award
Ceremony which was eagerly awaited. There were a lot of
awards such as ‘Safai Bank of India Award’, Best Anti-Litter day
Activity’, etc. Also, one student from every school was awarded
with the ‘GREEN CHAMP’ award. This was bagged by Mst.
Jeremy Varghese from Std. 10 B.
Our School was also selected among the TOP 5 schools among
all the participating schools from in and around Mumbai and
we were awarded with the 4th place in Mumbai. Our joy
knew no bounds as we came 4th among all the schools that
took part. We thank our Greenline teachers Ms. Savlee Desai
and Mrs. Welsey Pereira for their constant guidance and all the
students who are a part of the Nature Club for all the efforts put
in right through the year.

Ms. Tanvi Suryavanshi - Dance
Mst. Tejas Nikam - Karate
Mst. Darsh Trivedi - Karate
Ms. Ishita Kadam - Karate, Wrestling
Ms. Hiya Shah - Karate
Mst. Himanshu Bansode - Karate
Mst. Hitanshu Bansode - Karate
Ms. Gianna Martis - Talent Marathon
Mst. Ethan Serrao - Talent Marathon
Mst. Alan Smaju - Talent Marathon
HOMI BHABHA EXAM

PRE- PRIMARY SECTION

Mst. Arin Weling(9 A) and Mst. Soham Palkar (9 A) secured
the Silver and the Bronze medals respectively at the Final Level
of the Homi Bhabha Exams.
MATHS
Mst. Arin Weling (9 A) and Mst. Soham Palkar (9 A) won a
Trophy and medals in the International Mathematics
Olympiad (IMO) by the National Science Organisation (NSO)
and the International Olympiad for Mathematics (IOM) by the
Silver Zone Foundation.
Mst. Dwayne D’Souza (Sr. KG D) and Mst. Kushal Govalkar
(Sr. KG C) secured ranks at the Mahatashtra State Level in the
Mastermind Exam.
PRIMARY SECTION
We congratulate the following students from the Primary
Section who have made us proud by their wonderful
performances in various activities.
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DAHISAR SPORTS FESTIVAL
The Dahisar Sports Foundation had organized a Sports Fest
which had over 14 schools in the vicinity competing in various
events such as Athletics, Cricket, Basketball, Football, RollerSkating, etc. Among the 2000 children that participated in
these events, our Boscoites brought home the maximum
trophies and won accolades for our school.
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OUR ACHIEVERS
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LOOKING FORWARD TO THE SUMMER VACATIONS
We asked some of our little friends how they
planned to celebrate their Summer vacations
this year. Enjoy reading their wonderful
answers.
• I want to go to Goa. I want to see everything
there with my small brother. I want to play catch and
cook. I will eat all the tasty Goan food when I go
there.
- Mst. Ishaan Bijoy ( 1 A)
• I want to play fun games like Uno, Ludo, Snakes
and ladders, etc. I will watch TV and sometimes
study. I want to go to the park and play on the slides
and on the swings.
- Mst. Ian Rodrigues (1 B)
• I want to go to America. I am going to change my
school and come back after two years. I want to go to
the beach. I will build sand-castles and collect shells.
- Ms. Sydelle D’Souza (1 C)

• I want to go for holidays to Dubai. I will visit the
Burj Khalifa. I also want to go to Lego Land. I will
enjoy myself there.
- Mst. Joshua D’Cunha (2 A)
• I want to go to Juhu Beach. I am going to visit my
friends. I will eat cakes with my friend and play with
them. I am going to play with my friend’s pets.
- Mst. Jason Pashana (2 B)
• I want to go to Esselworld. I’ll go and sit on all the
rides and I will also go to Water Parks and visit any
Resort. I also want to go shopping.
- Ms. Sydelle Deniz (2 C)
- Compiled by:
Mst. Ashton D’Souza (6 A) and
Mst. Jason Rodrigues (6 A)

MY FAVOURITE ACTIVITY THIS YEAR
Some of our students from Class 3 and 4 tell us which
activities they enjoyed the most this year in school.
* During this academic year, I enjoyed playing football. I
was selected for many tournaments. I played for my school
and I liked to represent my school at a higher level.
- Mst. Christiano Lewis (3 A)
* During this academic year, I liked playing Table Tennis.
Playing Sports makes us stronger. I had fun bouncing and
balancing the ball as I played Table Tennis.
- Ms. Anuya Weling (3 B)
* I liked playing badminton. It helped me to pass my time
when I got bored. I always win when I play Badminton. I feel
active and happy.
- Mst. Jason Fernandes (3 C)

* I enjoyed playing Chess this year in my free time. I like it
because it makes our thinking sharp and because we have
to arrange it in order. I like the combination of the black and
white colours.
- Ms. Akshara Gurav (4 A)
* I liked skating. I sometimes fall as I’m skating but I always
get up and start skating again. I play this Sport to keep myself
fit.
- Mst. Nivaan Lodha (4 B)
* I enjoyed Basketball this year. I like dribbling and
shooting the ball into the net. That’s why I enjoy this sport.
- Ms. Natasha Anton (4 C)
- Compiled by:
Mst. Nigel D’Cunha (6 A) and
Mst. Kyle Fernandes (6 B)

THANK YOU FOR THE SMILES
Mrs. Olivia Verdes – a true friend, guide, philosopher, a meticulous
staff member and a mentor. As a true Salesian staff member, she
has always been a pillar of strength, motivating us in all our school
work. Personally, I consider her my source of inspiration. The years
have rolled by but I still treasure those memories of moments when
she stood by me, both in my personal as well as my professional
life. She has excelled in all her roles – a responsible daughter, caring
sister, loving wife, an energetic mother, an enthusiastic aunt and a
compassionate animal-lover. We, the members of the Staff will
always long to see her smiling face and hear her caring voice in the
School Office. Thank you Olivia for being an integral part of the DB
community. Wish you a happy and healthy retired life with your
loved ones. Sayonara!
- Mrs. Pooja Kadam (Secondary Section)
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Mrs. Avita Fernandes is a very jovial person. Her humourous
conversations every morning, the moment we stepped into the
School Office would immediately cheer everyone up at the start of
each new day. This constant cheerfulness will definitely be missed
by all of us in the staffroom. Ms. Avita is a person who has always
been very particular about her duties and responsibilities and would
always make sure that everything was always completed on time
and often even before time. Her energy and bubbly nature is very
contagious. It was always a pleasant experience interacting with
her. I will surely miss your presence in the School Office along with
the rest of the Don Bosco family. I wish you everything that is good
in your Second Innings through life.
- Mr. Clerance D’Silva (Secondary Section)
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OUR GIFTED CHILDREN

REACH FOR THE STARS

TIME TO MOVE TO THE PRIMARY SECTION

SPORTS FESTIVAL

SHINING ON THE SPORTS FIELD

FARE WELL IN LIFE DEAR STUDENTS

FOLLOW YOUR HEART AND KEEP DREAMING

LITTLE ONES FILL OUR WORLD WITH COLOUR

ALL SET TO FLY
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KEEP DREAMING! KEEP BELIEVING!

OUR TALENTED ACTORS AND SINGERS

WE LOVE OUTINGS

WE WISH YOU WELL

TIME FOR SOME FUN

PERFECTLY CO-ORDINATED

THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE TOUR

MUSICALLY GIFTED

LEARNING AND GROWING EVERYDAY
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